At L.C.N. inc., we specialize in the manufacturing of customized loading pallets and wooden crates.

Fortified with the knowledge and expertise acquired through more than 50 years of manufacturing several million pallets, we continue to maintain high standards for quality and excellence.

- An industry leader for over 50 years
- An annual production capacity of over 2 million pallets
- An expertise enabling us to offer very competitive rates while meeting the industry's highest standards
- North America's first company to offer heat treatment for assembled pallets
- Quebec's first pallet company to acquire an automated assembly system
- Just-in-time delivery, to get you what you need, when you need it.

Doing business with L.C.N. inc. allows your company to move forward; we offer first quality products, reliable and personalized service, and a quick turnaround to your requests.

L.C.N. inc. is the proud bearer of the following standardization certificates:
We offer an unlimited amount of models as well as customized pallets and crates:

- Loading pallets
- Export pallets
- Wooden crates
- Boards, angles and a variety of components
- Specialty products

All our products are available in the following wood categories:

- High-density hardwood
- Low-density hardwood
- Softwood or wood from resinous trees

Our heat treatment process meets the strictest international standards (NIMP-15)

- Recognized by all countries participating in the Wood Packaging Certification program;
- Meets the cleanliness and sterilization standards of the food and pharmaceutical industries;
- Allows your shipment to move freely on all continents;
- Destroys parasites such as insects and larvae;
- Reduces the moisture content and the weight of the pallets.

All our wood pallets and crates can be sterilized using heat treatment.

L.C.N. inc.: customized pallets and wooden crates manufacturer.